User identity linkage (UIL), the problem of matching user account across multiple online social networks (OSNs), is widely studied and important to many real-world applications. Most existing UIL solutions adopt a supervised or semisupervised approach which generally suffer from scarcity of labeled data. In this paper, we propose Factoid Embedding, a novel framework that adopts an unsupervised approach. It is designed to cope with different profile attributes, content types and network links of different OSNs. The key idea is that each piece of information about a user identity describes the real identity owner, and thus distinguishes the owner from other users. We represent such a piece of information by a factoid and model it as a triplet consisting of user identity, predicate, and an object or another user identity. By embedding these factoids, we learn the user identity latent representations and link two user identities from different OSNs if they are close to each other in the user embedding space. Our Factoid Embedding algorithm is designed such that as we learn the embedding space, each embedded factoid is "translated" into a motion in the user embedding space to bring similar user identities closer, and different user identities further apart. Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate Factoid Embedding on two real-world OSNs data sets. The experiment results show that Factoid Embedding outperforms the state-of-the-art methods even without training data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivation. Increasingly, people are using multiple online social networks (OSNs) to meet their communication and relationship needs 1 . The rise of users using multiple OSNs motivates researchers to study User Identity Linkage (UIL), the problem of linking user accounts from different OSNs belonging to the same person. Tackling UIL is imperative to many applications, particularly user profiling and recommender systems.
User Identity Linkage Problem. The UIL problem has been widely studied and is usually formulated as a classification problem, i.e. to predict whether a pair of user identities from different OSNs belong to the same real person [1] . There are many supervised and semi-supervised methods proposed to address UIL but they could not perform well when there is a scarcity of labeled data. One possible way to obtain labeled matching user accounts is to recruit users to manually identify them. Such an approach is very costly and time consuming. In this research, we therefore aim to solve the UIL problem using an unsupervised approach.
User Identity Linkage Problem in Unsupervised Setting. We formulate the UIL problem in unsupervised setting as follows. Let u be a user identity in an OSN which belongs to a real person p. Let o u = [o u,1 , ..., o u,d ] denote a set of data objects associated with u. These objects include username, screen name, profile image, profile description, posts, etc.. We denote an OSN as G = (U , O, E), where U = {u 1 , ..., u N } is the set of user identities, O = {o u1 , ..., o uN } is the set of corresponding data objects, and E ⊆ U × U is the set of links in the network. Thus, given two OSNs G s = (U s , O s , E s ) (source) and G t = (U t , O t , E t ) (target), without any known matched user pairs between G s and G t , the objective is to return a user u t in target OSN, for every user u s in the source OSN, such that the user pair (u s , u t ) most likely belongs to the same real person p.
Research Objectives and Contributions. In this paper, we propose Factoid Embedding, a novel framework that links user identities across multiple OSNs through the use of a network embedding approach. The key idea behind Factoid Embedding is that despite the heterogeneity in information from multiple OSNs, each piece of information about a user identity describes the person who owns it, and thus help to distinguish the person from others. The more information we have, the closer we get to know about the real person. Specifically, we model each piece of information as a factoid, which is a triplet consisting of user identity, predicate and an object or another user identity (as shown in Table I ).
Embedding these factoids provides the unifying structure to represent the heterogeneous information and data types. Figure  1 shows the framework of Factoid Embedding. Firstly, we generate the factoids from information gathered from different OSNs. Next, we embed heterogeneous objects (e.g. names, texts, and images) into their respective embedding spaces (e.g., names will be embedded into the name embedding space, etc.) incorporating the similarity measures that contribute to matching user identities. Note that when embedding the 3 5 9 User Embedding Space 
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Step 3: Factoid Embedding heterogeneous objects, we leverage on external and prior knowledge such that if two objects are similar, their embedding vectors will be close to each other in the object embedding space. For example, the user names Desmond and Desmond Ng are similar and therefore, the embedding vectors of the two names will be close to each other in the name embedding space. Finally, leveraging the factoids' triplet structure, we project the various object embeddings into the user embedding space. Essentially, the vectors in the user embedding space represent the user identities, and through iterations of object embedding projections, the user identities that share many similar factoids will be "pushed" closer to one another in the user embedding space.
Overall, this paper improves the state-of-the-art by making the following contributions:
• We propose a novel unsupervised method called Factoid Embedding to link user identities from different OSNs. Our proposed method is able to integrate heterogeneous information using the triplet structure of factoids and object embeddings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which embeds heterogeneous information to address the UIL problem in an unsupervised manner. • We conduct extensive experiments on three real-world OSNs, namely, Twitter, Facebook and Foursquare, to evaluate our proposed model. The experiment results show that Factoid Embedding outperforms the stateof-the-art methods. It can even outperform some of the existing supervised methods which are given labeled matching user pairs for training.
II. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We propose an integrated three-step solution which is illustrated in Figure 1 . In the first step, we use the information from G s and G t to generate a set of factoids. Next, we embed the heterogeneous data objects (e.g. names, text and images) into their respective embedding spaces. Finally, we learn and project the user identities and their links into user embedding space using factoid embedding, a process where we integrate the object embeddings and factoids. 
A. Factoid Generation
To integrate the heterogeneous user attribute/content objects and their user-user link information in G s and G t , we first combine and represent the information in an unified network. In this unified network, every user identity u i (from source or target network) is represented as a new user node with a unique ID and every data object is represented as a data node (as illustrated in the step 1 in Figure 1 ). We then represent a user-object association and a user-user link as an userobject factoid and an user-user factoid respectively. A userobject factoid u i , pred, o has pred denoting the associated attribute predicate, and o denoting a data object. Each userobject factoid provides us a description about u i . For example in Figure 1 , factoid 1, has name, Amy Tan conveys the information that the u 1 has name "Amy Tan". Next, we use another set of predicates to represent user-user links. For example, for Twitter, an user identity may "follows" another user identity. As such, we represent follows as a predicate and let u i , f ollows, u j denote a user-user factoid with the predicate "follows". For instance, factoid 1, follows, 3 tells us u 1 follows u 3 . Table I presents all the factoids generated from the two OSNs in Figure 1 . In the following, we shall elaborate the embeddings of objects followed by that of userobject and user-user factoids.
B. Object Embedding
Although the factoids generated in the previous step is able to represent the different information types in a unified network, it still has to address the issue of comparing data objects of attributes used for linking user identities. For example, the factoids in row 2 of Table I do not explicitly tell us that "Desmond" and "Desmond Ng" are similar names. Instead, it only tell us that they are non-identical. Therefore, in this step we embed these heterogeneous objects taking advantage of similarity knowledge about the objects. For example, suppose two user identities sharing similar attribute objects are more likely to belong to the same person. We will then embed the objects such that similar objects are closer in the object embedding space (see step two in Figure 1 , where similar names are closer in the name embedding space).
We first let O pred denote all the data objects for certain predicate pred, i.e. O pred = {o ∈ F pred }. For instance in Figure 1 , O has name = {"Amy Tan", "Desmond", "C L", "Joey Lim", "Nicole Tan", "Desmond Ng", "Cindy Lim", "Joey L"}. For each user-object predicate pred, we construct a similarity matrix S pred in which each element S pred
when o i and o j are identical , and = −1 when o i and o j are completely different. There are a few ways to measure similarities between objects. For example, Jaro-Winkler distance [2] has been used to measure the similarity between two names, and deep learning techniques can help us measure how similar two profile images are. In the experiment section, we will elaborate the similarities between different types of data objects in more details.
For each data object o, we define v o to be the embedding vector of o. To learn object embeddings, we define the objective function in Equation 1. This function aims to keep the embedding vectors of similar data objects to be close to each other in the object embedding space.
where {v o } o∈O pred are the object embedding vectors, and S pred is the given similarity matrix. We learn {v o } o∈O pred by minimizing error pred . Ideally, {v o } o∈O pred would preserve all the information in the similarity matrix S pred leading to error pred = 0. More importantly, because S pred 
Therefore, if o i and o j are similar, v oi and v oi will be close to each other in the embedding space. Figure 1 illustrates how the names are embedded in the name embedding space. We can see that "Desmond Ng" is close to "Desmond", but far from "C L" in the embedding space.
In practice, the similarity matrix S pred may be huge, i.e. O((|U s | + |U t |) 2 ). In order to speed up learning, we can just focus on the similar object pairs. By employing blocking techniques such as inverted index and Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) we can build a sparse similarity matrix S pred . Afterwards, stochastic gradient descent is applied to minimize error pred .
C. Factoid Embedding
In this step, we learn user identities' latent representations by embedding the generated user-object and user-user factoids.
We let U a denote the set of all user identities in the unified network (i.e. U a = U s ∪ U t ) and F pred denote the set of factoids with a predicate pred, e.g.
For each user-object factoid in F pred , we define its probability as follows.
where v ui is the embedding vector of user identity u i , v o is the embedding vector of data object o, and φ pred is a projection function which maps v o to the user embedding space. Note that we have learned v o in the object embedding step. Particularly, we impose such a constraint on φ pred that it is a Lipschitz continuous function, i.e. there is a a constant C such that |φ pred (x) − φ pred (y)| < C · |x − y| for any x and y in the space. In other words, if two objects are similar i.e. v oi ≈ v oj then their projections will be close to each other i.e.
where W pred and b pred are unknown parameters, and W pred 's norm ||W pred || is limited. We leave other non-linear choices of φ pred (v o ) for future work. Given all the user-object factoids in F pred , i.e. { u i , pred, o }, we define the following objective function.
Similarly, for each user-user factoid in F f ollows , we define its probability as follows.
Given all the useruser factoids in F f ollows , i.e. { u i , f ollows, u j },we define the following objective function.
f (F f ollows ) = ui,f ollows,uj ∈F f ollows log(prob(u i , follows, u j )) (5) We learn user embedding vectors {v u } u∈U a by solving the following multi-objective optimization problem.
Once we learned {v u } u∈U a , we link user identities from different OSNs by simply comparing the distance between their embedding vectors. For example, in the user embedding space in Figure 1 , as user ID 1's nearest neighbor is user ID 6, we link them as the same person.
D. Optimization
To solve the multi-objective optimization in Equation 6 , we optimize f (F f ollows ), f(F pred1 ), . . . , f(F pred d ) in turn.
As optimizing each objective function f (F) is computationally expensive, we adopt the approach of negative sampling proposed in [3] . Particularly, for each factoid u i , ·, · , K "fake" factoids are introduced, i.e. { u k , ·, · }, where u k are sampled from some noise distribution P (u). More specifically, for a user-user factoid u i , f ollows, u j ∈ F f ollows , we specifies the following objective function for it:
where σ(x) = 1 1+exp(−x) is the sigmoid function. The first term models the observed factoid, and second term models the "fake" factoids and K is the number of "fake" factoids. We set P 1 (u) ∝ d 3/4 u as proposed in [3] , where d is the outdegree of u in the unified network. For a user-object factoid u i , pred, o ∈ F pred , its objective function is as follows.
And we set P 2 (u) as a uniform distribution over U a . Then stochastic gradient descent is used to optimize Equations 7 and 8. Algorithm 1 gives an overview of Factoid Embedding. Suppose object embeddings and user embeddings have the same dimension m. The time complexity for each update operation in Algorithm 1 is O(K · m 2 ). So the time complexity for Algorithm 1 goes through all the user-object factoids and all the user-user factoids once are
When we optimize f (u i , pred, o), we actually push v ui in the direction of φ pred (v o ). It means that, user identities who share similar objects will be pushed towards each other. (There is also a similar effect for f (u i , f ollows, u j ).) This explains why Factoid Embedding is able to push similar user identities close to each other in the user embedding space.
ALGORITHM 1: Factoid Embedding
Input: F f ollows , F pred1 , . . . , F pred d : the factoids with different predicates. Input: {v o } o∈O pred 1 , . . . , {v o } o∈O pred d : the object embeddings for user-object predicates: 
III. EXPERIMENT

A. Data Collection
We evaluate our proposed Factoid Embedding using data sets from three popular OSNs, namely, Twitter, Facebook and Foursquare. We first gathered a set of Singapore-based Twitter users who declared Singapore as location in their user profiles. From the Singapore-based Twitter users, we retrieve a subset of Twitter users who declared their Facebook or Foursquare accounts in their short bio description as the ground truth. Table II summarizes the statistics of our dataset.
B. Factoid Generation & Object Embedding
The user-user and user-object factoids as described in Section II-A are generated using the user information from the OSNs used in our experiment.
We then calculate the similarity matrices for the data objects. We use Jaro-Winkler distance [2] to measure username and screen name similarity. To measure the similarities between two profile images, we first use the deep learning model VGG16 with weights pre-trained on ImageNet 2 to extract a feature vector for each profile image. The cosine similarity between the two profile image feature vectors is then computed. Finally, we embed the data objects {v o } o∈O pred for each pred (e.g. username) by using stochastic gradient descent to minimize error pred in Equation 1.
C. Evaluation Baselines and Metrics
1) Supervised Methods.
• ULink [4] (S1): a supervised method which models the map from the observed data on the varied social platforms to the latent user space. The node representations learned by Deepwalk 3 , concatenated with other object embedding vectors are used as user identity features. The code provided by the author is used for UIL. • Logistic Regression (LR) (S2): The following features are used: username similarity, screen name similarity, profile image similarity and the social status in network as defined in [5] . 2) Semi-Supervised Methods. Factoid Embedding with labeled matching user identity pairs. Specifically, we adapt our solution to a semi-supervised version by merging the matching user identities into one node in the unified network. The merged user identities therefore share the same embedding vectors. 3) Unsupervised Methods.
• Name (U1): an unsupervised approach based on name similarity, which is reported as the most discriminative feature for UIL [7] . Here it can refer to username or screen name. We present whichever has the better performance. • CNL [8] (U2): An unsupervised method which links users across different social networks by incorporating heterogeneous attributes and social features in a collective manner. The code provided by the author is used for UIL. • Factoid Embedding (FE) (U3): Our proposed Factoid Embedding without any labeled matching user identity pairs. For each ground truth matching pairs (u s * , u t * ), we rank all the target users, i.e. u t ∈ G t according to cos(v u s * , v u t ). To quantitatively evaluate this ranking, we employ the following two metrics:
• HitRate@K (HR@K) in which a ranking is considered as correct if the matching user identity u t * is within the top K candidates, i.e. rank(u t * ) ≤ K. • Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is defined as follows.
where (u s * , u t * ) is a ground truth pair, and n is the number of all the ground truth pairs.
D. Experimental Results
Prediction Performance. We randomly partition the ground truth matching user identity pairs into five groups and conduct five-fold cross-validation. Table III presents the overall performance of the comparison methods on the Facebook-Twitter data set. It shows that, our proposed Factoid Embedding (SS3/U3) yields the best MRR result. Although ULink performs best on HR@1, Factoid Embedding outperforms it on both HR@K and MRR. The reason may be that, as a supervised approach ULink may link precisely the user identity pairs which can be represented by the training dataset. However, for the user identity pairs outside the labeled matching pairs, ULink may lose the ability to match them correctly. In contrast, by embedding factoids, Factoid Embedding is able to link such user identity pairs in an unsupervised manner. It explains why ULink has highest HR@1 but relatively low HR@30. It is a common problem for the supervised solutions for UIL because, as we mentioned in the introduction, the labeled dataset is quite small compared to the whole population. We also can observe that the Factoid Embedding outperforms the existing network embedding approach IONE(SS2), which makes use of the network information only. Interestingly, it can be seen that the performance of our unsupervised Factoid Embedding (U3) is very close to the semi-supervised version (SS3). One possible explanation is that SS3 just merges the matching pairs into one node, but does not learn from the labeled matching pairs like other supervised solutions e.g. ULink.
Realizing that the performance of name similarity (U1) is relatively good, we think, by "pushing" similar user identities close to each other, U3 is able to "merge" these matching pairs in the user embedding space by itself. Thus the performances of U3 and SS3 are not significantly different. Table IV shows the results on the Foursquare-Twitter Dataset, which are consistent to that in Table III . We can therefore conclude that our proposed Factoid Embedding performs best in both the unsupervised and supervised settings. Parameter Analysis. We investigate the performance w.r.t. the embedding dimension and the number of iterations on the Facebook-Twitter dataset. Figure 2 (c) shows that the MRR performance of Factoid Embedding improves as the dimension increases. Figure 2 (d) shows the MRR performances over different numbers of iterations. We can see that the performance improves more significantly in the early iterations. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework Factoid Embedding, which adopts an unsupervised approach to cope with heterogeneity in user information and link users identities across multiple OSNs. We evaluated Factoid Embedding using real-world datasets from three OSNs and benchmarked against the state-of-the-art UIL solutions. Our experimental results show that Factoid Embedding outperforms the stateof-the-art UIL solutions even in situations where the names of the user identities are dissimilar.
